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Abstract 
There has been a recent surge in the popularity of social networking services (SNSs) and 

SNSs have grown rapidly, as has the variety of information shared through SNSs. However, 
SNSs raise concerns about the security and privacy of users because the information written 
by the user might be exposed in the SNS. Many studies have addressed this issue, but previous 
research has lacked methods that can be applied efficiently in the SNS environment. In this 
paper, we propose a method for the efficient protection of privacy in SNS based on access 
control 
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1. Introduction 

Social networking services (SNSs) allow users to connect via a network. They make it easy 
to share a variety of information and SNSs have developed rapidly through information 
sharing. However, SNS have security problems related to privacy where information might be 
shared with non-friends. Many studies have investigated SNS security based on data 
encryption and user authentication. However, these studies have not solved the security 
problems of information leakage and unwanted information sharing. Previous studies have 
lacked methods that can be applied efficiently in the SNS environment[1, 8]. 

In this paper, we propose a hash-chain-based access control information leakage 
prevention scheme, which can avoid the unwanted sharing of information with other 
users. 
 
2. Related Work 
 
2.1. SNS Architecture 

The SNS architecture comprises a large network of convergent individuals in a 
network. This architecture is depicted as a line graph among users in Figure 1. 

Figure 1 shows the relationships among users (A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H) in an SNS 
architecture. The friend relationships are direct connections among users in the graph, 
e.g., (A, B), (B, C), and (G, D). Non-friend relationships are shown as indirect 
connections to a user in the graph. Thus, non-friend relationships are connected through 
a friend, e.g., (B, E : B–A–E) and (D, C : D–B–C)[9]. 
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It is possible to express the overall SNS architecture via users as a single unit. It is 
also possible to analyze the relationships between users based on the distance of 
separation in the object graph (Table 1).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. SNS Architecture Graph 

Table 1. SNS Friend Relationships 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 1 shows an analysis of the relationships with user D according to the graph 
shown in Figure 1. Friend relationships have a distance of 1 in the graph of user D 
because the user is connected directly to user D. Non-friend relationships have a 
distance of 2 in the graph of user D because the user is connected indirectly to user D 
via a friend relationship[2, 10]. 
 
2.2. Threat of SNS Privacy Leakage  

SNS was created for information sharing. SNS users share information with groups 
of friends. Thus, SNS users access the information in their group of friends but their 
information may be exposed to non-friends. Thus, publicly available information may 
be exploited for malicious purposes. This is known as privacy exposure.  

Figure 2 shows the information leakage exposure process. Information leakage 
occurs through a friend [3, 4]. Figure 2 shows an example of information leakage over 
Facebook.  

The contents of the conversation between User A and User B are leaked to User E. 
User E does not have a friend relationship with User B; however, User A has a friend 
relationship with User E. Hence, User E can see User B’s information.  
 
 

User Distance from D 

B, G, E 1 

H, F, A, C 2 
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Figure 2. Exposure of Private Information over Facebook 

In this paper, we use the following definitions to analyze the flow of information in 
an SNS [15, 16]. 
 

- Information: posts, comments, photos, profiles, etc., i.e., all the information in a 
user-generated SNS. 

- Information Creator: Users who publish information over the SNS. 
- Information Space: Data space allocated to a user where user-generated 

information is stored in the SNS. 
- Information Holder: Owner of an Information Space. Information is generated 

either in the Information Space of the holder or in that of another user. SNS 
users can publish information. The Information Holder and Information Creator 
need not be the same. 

 
In Figure 2, the definitions of User B and User E can be used to generate their 

information in user A’s Information Space. Information Creator User B, User E is not 
have access control. Access control is available only to the owner of the Information 
Space. Thus, User E can see user B’s Information. 

SNSs experience security problems such as the sharing of information with other 
users when the Information Creator does not want to share it with unknown and 
unconnected users[7, 11]. 

Figure 2 shows that information leakage can occur over a short distance. However, 
long-distance information leakage can also occur. Figure 3 shows that User B’s 
information can also be leaked to Users H or F. 
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Figure 3. Information Leakage Graph 

3. Proposed SNS Access Control Method 
In this paper, we propose a hash-chain-based access control information leakage 

prevention scheme. Traditional SNS services provide access control only to the Information 
Holder. Thus, access control in traditional SNSs cannot respond to information leakage via 
authorized users. It also validates the tickets distributed by the Information Holder and the 
Information Creator. These points provide access control on the sides of the Information 
Holders and the Information Creator, which prevents information leakage only via 
unauthorized users 
 
3.1. User Registration Phase 

When users join an SNS, they enter their basic information such as their name and e-
mail address. The additional information entered is described in Table 2. 

Table 2. Additional Information 

Additional 
Information 

Scheme Explanation 

Friend Count Count(n) A count of the total friend relationships  

Master Hash Mh The default value used when generating the hash 
chain 

Hash Chain  Operation applied to the values of Mh and Count(n) 
 

Additional information is stored when a friend requires access to information, which 
is used to create and distribute a ticket for verification. A counter is used to calculate 
whether the user has a friend relationship. Tickets are used to distribute the 
computation with the stored Mh. 
 
3.2. Friend Relationships 

User B sends a friend request to User A. User A requires additional information of User B. 
User A computes the hash chain of the increased counter value and sends it to User B. User B 
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receives the hash chain value, which is stored as the value of the ticket. The ticket is used 
when User B requires access to User A’s information  
 
3.3. Generating Information 

SNS users generate information, which is divided into the following four categories 
[14]. 
 

- Information generated in their Information Space. 
- Information generated in another user’s Information Space. 
- Comments generated in their Information Space. 
- Comments generated in another user’s Information Space. 

 
3.4. Ticket Verification 

Ticket verification occurs when there is a request for information. A ticket is used to verify 
whether a legitimate ticket has access control. The verification process checks that the 
received ticket operations are the same as the Mh and Count(n), which are distributed with 
their tickets. 
 
3.5. Information Access 
 

 

Figure 4. Information Access 

1. User C requests that the server give access to User A’s Information. The 
Information Requester, User C, transfers the values of the tickets to the server. 

2. The server verifies the relationship. 
3. If the Information Requester has a friend relationship, the server validates the 

ticket value. 
 
3.6. Comment Access 

The process allows the reading of comments, and users have access to only the Information 
Space containing the generated comments that are available upon request. Thus, the steps in 
Section 3.5 (information access) only address user requests. 
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Figure 5. Comment Access 

1. User C accesses User A’s comments after sending a request to access User A’s 
Information Space via the server. The Information Requester, User C, transfers 
the values of the tickets to the server. 

2. The server checks whether the Information Creator and Information Holders 
share access. This approach facilitates the validation of the ticket because 
shared information access is checked for the Information Holders and 
Information Creator during the phase described in Section 3.5. However, if the 
information access is not the same, the server completes the verification phase 
to test the relationship between the requester and the Information Creator. 

3. The server verifies the ticket to determine the relationship with the Information 
Creator.  

4. The server validates the ticket value to check that the Information Requester has 
a friend relationship. 

 
4. Analysis 
 
4.1. Analysis of Additional Space 

If the proposed method is applied in the existing SNS environment, additional data 
such as the Mh value and count(n) of the ticket value are known. A cryptographically 
secure hash function has a length of 256 bits. The count value expresses the serial 
number when the friend relationships increase. SNSs have many users, e.g., Facebook 
has over 1,000 million users, so a user is assumed to have up to 1,000 million 
friendships, and the count value can increase up to a maximum of 1,000 million. This 
value is expressed as 16 bits. 

Therefore, the application of the proposed method requires additional user information in 
the space, based on the following formula. 

(256 bit + 16 bit × 256 bit) = 4352bit = 544 Byte 

When the proposed method is applied, the additional space is approximately 544 
bytes per user. 
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4.2. Analysis of Additional Time 

In this study, we assume that it is safe to use the SHA-256 hash function. The length 
of information written in the SNS may vary, but 140 B is assumed to be the average.  

The hash function in the proposed method is used to distribute tickets to a friend, to 
validate the ticket of the user who requested the information, and to generate a hash 
value, which is dumped. This analysis considers the additional time required to request 
real-time information[5, 6]. 

When the hash function is used in real-time to request information, One used to read 
information. And, Two used to read comments. Using a 1.83-GHz Intel Core 2 
processor with a Windows Vista 32-bit environment, an SHA-256 operating at 0.275 ms 
requires. 

0.550 × 100 × 1,000 = 55,000 µs = 0.055 s 

Figure 6. Additional Time Required With Respect to the Number of Users 

Figure 6 shows the additional time required with the increasing number of users based on 
the analysis of this expression 
 
4.3. Security Analysis 

Traditional SNS uses access control only Information Space. but, do not provide 
access control on the Information Creator. SNS users access the information in their 
group of friends but their information may be exposed to non-friends. Thus, publicly 
available information may be exploited for malicious purposes. This is known as 
privacy exposure. 

However, in this paper both the Information Space and Information Creator to 
provide access control. We generated tickets using a cryptographically secure hash 
function. In addition, an algorithm that considered the Information Creator and 
Information Holder on both sides was used to validate the ticket. Only users with 
legitimate tickets were allowed to access information. This prevented information 
leakage via authorized users. 
 
5. Conclusion 

Social networking services (SNSs) allow users to connect via a network. They make 
it easy to share a variety of information and SNSs have developed rapidly through 
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information sharing. But, SNS users access the information in their group of friends but 
their information may be exposed to non-friends, publicly available information may be 
exploited for malicious purposes. This is known as privacy exposure. 

Traditional SNS uses access control only Information Space. But, do not provide 
access control on the Information Creator. 

The approach proposed in this paper generated secure tickets using a 
cryptographically secure hash function. In addition, the algorithm considered the 
Information Creator and Information Holder on both sides when validating the ticket. 
Only users with legitimate tickets were allowed to access information. The Information 
Holders and Information Creator on both sides of the ticket validation process were 
configured to control access to different Information Creators and Information Holders. 
This prevented information leakage via authorized SNS users. 
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